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About This Game

Face the almighty wrath of the endless hordes from the mercy of your toilet seat in THRONE OF THE DEAD. Play through a
multitude of potty based arenas, from the Wild West to the frozen wastes of the North Pole! Running out of toilet paper is the

least of your problems now!

5 UNIQUE POTTY MAPS

- Bathroom
  Defend your Throne from the invading hordes and don't let that Duck ruin your luck!

- Farmhouse
  Defend yourself from all sides as the merciless brain-hungry farmers close in on you!

- Construction
  Build yourself a brighter potty-filled future as you face the ever-determined hordes!

- Ol' West
  Arm yourself with a set of trusty revolvers and defend your out-house from the un-dead cowboy masses!

- Polar Poop
  Venture to the North Pole and defend your frozen rear from the relentless cold-hearted SNOWMEN!
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With 11 un-lockable weapon skins and potty-brained set of Achievements, and 15 in-game stars to shoot your way to,
you won't need any reading material for this one!
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Title: Throne of the Dead
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Verdict Studios LLC
Publisher:
Verdict Studios LLC
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 470 or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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I actually got into it and was playing.. got to the church and then it just trapped me in a cell.. I even looked up walkthroughs to
see if i was missing something but I was legitimately just stuck in a cell.. totally killed my vibe I'm not playing this trash again. I
picked this game up on a completely impulsive whim, and it entertained me for much longer than I thought it would. It kind of
addictive in the same way that a mobile game is, but more involved. I was genuinly surprised how much I ended up enjoying the
characters. The retro style was fun and charming,

The soundtrack was fantastic, and often gets stuck in me head, and I really can't complain about that.. Excellent little puzzle
game. It is not super well explained how the logic puzzle works, but once you break through that you will get an enjoyable few
hours out of this game that you won't regret for the price.. Based off of the reviews I was excited to try this one, graphics are
good, mechanics are decent. Unfortunately this game is based around arena PvP unless you want to "practice" with bots the
whole time. Never once was I able to join a multi-player game, even after waiting 10 - 15 minutes at a time. I did post on the
discussion board asking if this was normal and at the time of this writing ~3 business days later I have not received a response.

I would suggest the developer offer a few weekends free play so that more people can experience the game and hopefully build
a reasonable player base.

Otherwise, I would not recommend this game, there is no storyline and fighting against bots is not hugely difficult after your
first 15-30 minutes of getting the hang of the game.. Most fun you could have with colored squares. I can't find the DLC. Quite
frustrating. Bought it and it's nowhere to be found.
. Seems I'm one of the first to review.

Save the Dodos is a puzzle game which revolves around sliding the map around to guide dodo birds into a doorway. It's that
simple. Except it's not, because the difficultly will increase. And if your like me, you will have a tough time. The game will
throw in other modes and enemies into play, along with powerup birds that can help beat a frustrating level.
I'm sure the devs will come out with some new content in the future, and that is my investment. You will get some good time off
of this game.. A point-and-click adventure game with horror elements that sends you to an insane asylum to find out what is
wrong with your family.

The Good:

A HOG that doesn't have bad or meh voice acting, but good voice acting.

The game is long, especially for a HOG. Apparently the devs decided to merge content that was originally going
to be extra (and there's more to come!)

Horror elements.

The story doesn't seem like an afterthought or that it's there just for the sake of being there.

The Neutral:

If you are a completionist, there are a couple of achievements that require you to complete Part 1. However, if
you play Part 2 and skip Part 1, you're cheating yourself. Both games are worth the money.

Initially the game had several issues, but the devs fixed them and I was able to get 100% completion in the
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game.

Unlike Part 1, there aren't any hidden object scenes in the game. Personally, I don't feel this is to the game's
detriment.

The Bad:

I encountered an issue where I could no longer access my inventory or interact with scenes. Restarting the game
did fix this, so nothing gamebreaking and it only happened once.

There are a couple of scenes that could use more sound effects.

Pro Tips:

The devs actually listen and fix issues in the game, so share issues on the forums.

The game has a good community that is willing to help out if you're stuck or have some sort of issue.

After completing the game, it's obvious why it took the devs a while to finish this entry in the series. Part 2 was a
greater effort compared to Part 1 (which is already a well-made game). This series definitely stands out, and I look
forward to additional content and Part 3.. So far so good! The games story is not yet finished- so unless you are ok with that
I would recommend holding out for now.
If you don't mind that, then I would recommend this game.

It may start off a little slow but builds up and eventually your ship becomes quite fast for formidable.
The friendlies have interesting dialog and cool ships, the enemies too! Although once you get your ship large enough some
enemies are a push over and more of an annoyance.

Also a bit annoying that I did not want to obliterate an enemy cargo ship (they are defenceless) but I could not explore a planet
because of it, alas i added it's cargo to my hold.

I would watch this game for sure if you're a fan of this type of genre.. Minimalist graphics, elegant gameplay, excellent music.
Amazing game that enchants with its simplicity
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The game was growing very fast, and becoming one of the best, but they gave up. If they had pushed on, they'd have made it
big. I almost tried to install the game and pick up their game assets & try and finish\/polish some stuff for them, but I quickly
realized that'd be almost impossible. I really wish someone could finish it.

Don't buy this game, they gave up on it, so should you.. too short of a story but visually stunning. Okay so first thing first. If you
are new to a game in which the players control nearly every aspect of a game you need to come into Azusa with an open mind.
The learning curb to this game requires interaction with other players, but through that interaction you gain Roleplay points that
ultimately give you the ability to better your character. It is a time consuming game so those who leave a negative review who
have only spent a few minutes in the game before leaving a big negative review honestly have not gave it a fair chance. So far in
my lifetime I have had 3 characters in the game which you really need to be open minded and play the role you choose. If you
want to gain strength to take on other fighters in the game being a civilian probably is not the way to go.

My first guy was a fighter which I picked to more or less learn the mechanics of the game. I was surrounded by players who
were very good at role playing and very helpful in getting me started in it. I didn't really like how my story was developing so
when my first guy hit 60 I killed him off to start again.

The next character I created was a civilian. Probably one of the most badass characters I'll create in Azusa. I wasn't focused on
building up my power or combating evil forces. I built things for myself and other people. The character I made
no\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665had a positive influence on the world around me. I cooked good food to share with
the friends I made in the world. I really felt like I was important to the game.

All in all I believe the game is well worth the price and can be a pleasant experience for all who play it.. Trash game. Not
responsive to commands like crouch and prone. I really like that it has lean right and lean left.. I loved their first game "Convoy"
and have had Landinar on my wishlist for a long time. When I saw it was being released with a small discount I quickly bought
it. It is very laggy for me, especially in a station. Some keybindings do not work, even after reassigning the keys. Finding your
way around a station is awkward because the map and station are not aligned with each other, they are at different angles. You
will run into bugs that will prevent you from proceeding through the game. I played for a little over an hour, it was frustrating
and disappointing.. This is going to be a great game, but please do not preorder everyone. Make them finish it first.

That said this teaser is pretty polished already. Very excited.. The Tape is a psychologic horror game in a first person view what
a bit can remembering a walking simulator.

This game mostly based at creepy atmosphere, all game style follow this. The darkness, footage style with even more creepy
mode, strange and weird objects. The story in a game enough simple, but how i said the atmosphere well compensate that,
especially if you use a "heavy" camera mode, its can be very creepy. The game graphic not the best, but this you can miss
because in a shadow you mostly don´t see a lot detail. The sounds are okey, well fit to game atmosphere.

So my verdict

+creepy atmosphere
+interesting camera mode
+steam achievements

-a bit buggy
-no trading cards

This game a very specific i think, because not all people like a horror games, especially a psychologic horror games like this,
mostly people like games with more action. Well, this game do really creepy atmosphere, so if you are big horror fan you will
should try it even though this game have a little problems too.. This game does have its faults and is quite repetitive, but I
enjoyed it probably because I've played other games such as this. Eventually you get used to clicking repeat all the time and the
system itself wasn't thought out very well, (seeing as how that pencil stick scroll ball needs to be pulled with the cursor) you will
lvoe this game 100% [DO NOT] Buy! :D
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